
A Paddock Groomer is an essential piece of equipment for everyone who owns, 

trains, breeds or works with horses. Ideal for use on lifestyle blocks, horse 
training facilities and for any other horse owner who wants to keep their horse 

paddocks clean, healthy and tidy. 

Horse manure left to ac-

cumulate in paddocks 

turns pasture very sour, 

inviting weeds such as 

docks and buttercups, 

and is very detrimental 

to the health and wellbe-

ing of horses due to the 

ongoing parasite cycle. 

Horses living in these 

conditions can quickly 

become ill (including fatally) due to serious worm burdens while the pasture can also become very 

clumpy with uneven grass growth and will provide less and less quality and value as a food source. 

 

The Paddock Groomer is an effective, simple and affordable manure collector machine for horse 

owners that will enable you to collect and remove horse manure from your horse paddocks, help-

ing to keep your horses healthier and your pastures cleaner and smoother. 

To use, you first need 

to adjust the under-

neath pin height ad-

justment to best suit 

your particular towing 

vehicle. Then simply 

connect the Paddock 

Groomer to your tow-

ing vehicle, drive to 

your horse paddock, 

wind the handle down 

to lower the brushes 

to the correct height for collection, then drive around your pad-

dock over top of any horse poo and debris you wish to collect. When the tray is full, slide it out the back 

and empty the contents wherever you wish. Once finished cleaning your paddock, wind the handle back 

up to lift the brushes off the ground (so you are not continuing to sweep on your way back to parking 

area) and unhook your Paddock Groomer from the towing vehicle - it's that simple! 

 



 

•  

No Motor = No Additional Fuel 
Costs and Safety! - The Paddock 
Groomer is chain driven not motor oper-
ated. This means there are no additional 
fuel costs and very little noise produced by 
the Paddock Groomer compared to most 
other manure collectors which have their 
own engine, so it can be used in amongst 
your horses while they are still in the pad-
dock once they are familiar with seeing it. It 
also means it is very safe to use because when the Paddock Groomer is stationary, 

there are no moving parts. 

Smoother "Groomed" Paddocks - 
As the name suggests, as well as collecting 
horse manure, the Paddock Groomer also 
removes debris from your paddocks such as 
leaves, small stones, grass debris and rub-
bish (the Paddock Groomer can pick up 
cans, paper coffee cups, empty chip bags 
etc) simply by driving over them while it also 
helps to smooth over loose dirt clods which 
are commonly formed in horse paddocks, 

greatly improving the appearance and functionality of the paddock. Weeds 
such as docks and buttercup (common in horse paddocks) do not like being run over by the Paddock 
Groomer which will often damage or break and collect the tops off them helping to delay their growth. 

• Strong Yet Simple Construction 

- the entire body and collection tray of the 
Paddock Groomer is made of very strong, 
durable, weather resistant plastic which will 
not rust or rot and is very robust for use in all 
outdoor and farm type settings. Quality 
stainless steel tow bar and fittings, combined 
with industrial standard road sweeper brushes 
mean your Paddock Groomer requires very 
little maintenance or care apart from washing 
down with water on occasion to keep the 

chain drive, collection tray and brushes clean and debris free for optimal performance. Due to its relatively light 
weight construction, combined with simple spring mechanism and height adjustments, the Paddock Groomer is 
easily towed by your quad bike and can be used on hills or undulating ground conditions as well as flat pad-
docks. Whatever your paddock terrain, if you can drive there safely, the Paddock Groomer will follow 

! 

Dump the Contents of the            
Collection Tray Anywhere! -  
Another point of difference with the Paddock 
Groomer compared to many other manure 
collectors is that manure and debris is col-
lected into a removeable tray - very similar to 
a lawn-mower catcher - which means you 
can remove and empty the tray along fenceli-
nes, onto a manure heap, into tree sur-
rounds, into bags, onto the back of your ute 
to take it away or wherever you wish instead of just being dumped on the 

spot like most other collectors. 

 
New Zealand Made - Should anything happen to your Paddock Groomer requiring maintenance or repairs, 
all parts and product manufacture are New Zealand based and can be readily acquired via your Paddock 
Groomer agent.. 

and last but certainly not least... 
• Very Affordable! The Paddock Groomer is one of the most affordable horse manure collectors currently 

available on the New Zealand market 


